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SECTION 1.2 GENERAL CARE AND MAINTENANCE OF MAINTENANCE-OF-WAY 
EQUIPMENT (INCLUDING RAIL GEAR EQUIPMENT)1 

- 2022- 

1.2.1 GENERAL (2022) 

a. The varying conditions on different railroads do not permit the universal acceptance, in all details, of any specific 
outline or an organization for the use, maintenance, and repair of the equipment. To determine the proper organization 
best adapted to produce maximum service and productivity, at a minimum cost, from its fleet of equipment each 
railroad must review and analyze various conditions which will greatly influence these factors. Some of the more 
important areas are listed below. 

(1) The quantity and age of the major and minor units of equipment. 

(2) The level of mechanization and sophistication of the equipment. 

(3) The type of managerial organization established for utilizing, supervising, and maintaining the equipment. 

(4) Geographic location and total trackage involved with the railroad. 

(5) Organization of Equipment Repair Shops, i.e., centralized or decentralized, Engineering, Mechanical, or 
Fleet jurisdiction, manpower, etc. 

b. However, there are certain principles in the use and maintenance of machinery which will be found desirable, if not 
essential, if the equipment is to be maintained and used economically. Special attention should be directed to the 
following areas: 

(1) The organization for supervising and maintaining the equipment should be headed by a practical railroad 
employee or designee (referred to as employee  for this document), with sufficient executive ability and solid 
mechanical knowledge to supervise the maintenance and operation of all equipment on the system. The 
appropriate department should have authority, and sufficient personnel to institute and enforce regulations for the 
maintenance and operation of the equipment. Duties should embrace direct or indirect control of mechanical 
details of the equipment, in both field and shop, the supervision of maintainers, involvement with necessary 
reports and managing data base information. Employee should work closely with the supervisory forces in the 
assignment and use of the equipment. Employee must also work very closely with the Purchasing and Material 
Department as it relates to acquisition of new equipment, component parts and the distribution of supplies 
required for the maintenance and repair of equipment. 

(2) Original manufacturers of Maintenance-of-Way (MOW) equipment provide instructions for proper preventive 
maintenance. To supplement information provided by manufacturers and to establish best practices for the 
industry, a guide for equipment maintenance has been developed and can be found in Appendix 1 of this chapter. 

(3) Cooperation on the part of supervisory officers in seeing the instructions are carried out are of the utmost 
importance. This cannot be secured unless each such officer recognizes the importance of the work, employee is 
supervising to keep the equipment in operation. To achieve maximum results of equipment productivity and 
availability, through proper operation and preventive maintenance procedures and practices, the local and upper 
management levels must give their full support to the program. 

(4) Prevention of disabling conditions in any machine is as truly maintenance as is the correction of such conditions 
after they have developed; and prevention will save the loss of time and money required for repairs. 

(5) As a result of following a thorough preventive maintenance program, the need for emergency and/or unscheduled 
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repairs can be substantially reduced. A preventive maintenance program is basically a repair prior to failure
philosophy and can be characterized by the following: 

(a) Keeping equipment clean. 

(b) Operating the equipment safely and within its limit of capacity. 

(c) Well controlled lubrication program. 

(d) Performing required inspection, adjustment, and scheduled maintenance at the proper intervals. 

(e) Utilizing a formal record keeping system, i.e., operators and maintenance personnel, daily log, machine 
history file, failure reporting system, cost involved with equipment use, which will provide a solid foundation 
for a computerized record keeping and cost capturing system. 

(f) Ongoing training program for operator and service/maintenance personnel. 

(6) Material Department operations should be properly located and adequately stocked so that repair parts, when 
needed, can be supplied with the least delay. This area can be streamlined with the use of highway type van 
trailers, properly sized, well organized, and adequately stocked to eliminate some of the current problems 
associated with using rolling stock tool cars. Some of these problems are delay in timely spotting of the car at the 
work site and damages to the parts inventory due to rough handling. The use of relief equipment and power plants 
will reduce delays in the event of equipment failures. 

(7) In scheduling the shopping of equipment for major repairs, consideration should be given to the capacity of the 
shop as well as the conditions of the equipment. In so far as possible, the equipment used in seasonal work should 
be overhauled during the slack season. 

(8) Shops for the repair of equipment should be centrally located and under the control of the appropriate department. 
These shops should be equipped with the necessary tools, shop machinery, and in general provide repairs in the 
timeliest and cost-effective method. 

(9) The expense of maintaining the equipment can be reduced through the adoption by each railroad, of the fewest 
number of makes and type of the equipment required to meet its needs. Such a restriction to adopt its standards 
will reduce investment in stock parts and lower maintenance costs. 

(10) Adequate reports and records should be prepared as a means of maintaining close check on the use being made 
of the equipment, the care of it, and to assist in passing judgment on purchase of new equipment. 

1.2.2 HI-RAIL EQUIPPED VEHICLES (2022) 

The intent of this section is to provide general guidance pertaining to railroad highway vehicles equipped with hi-rail gear 
apparatus. It outlines recommended routine hi-rail gear inspections that are recognized by the industry. These hi-rail 
inspections should serve as baseline minimums for maintenance and inspection of vehicle hi-rail systems. The section is 
developed to provide baseline inspection criteria for daily, weekly, semi - annual, and annual inspection. It will also cover 
recommended documentation procedures and training for such inspections. 

Notes:

(1) All data and procedures listed within this document are "Recommended Only." Refer to the Original Equipment 
Manufacturer (OEM) for exact inspection specifications and repair criteria. OEM engineering standards or owning 
railroad standards, if more restricting, supersede any recommendations in this document. 

(2) All specialized measuring devices such as GO / NO-GO gages must be authorized for use by the respective hi-rail 
OEM. 
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(3) Specific manufacturer's instructions must be followed for alignment, wheel load, tolerance and wear limits,
heights and weights, inspection and maintenance, and adjustment procedures. 

(4) It is recommended that Upfitters of vehicles and equipment to be equipped with hi-rail gear establish a list 
of vetted, qualified personnel, locations, and vendor or Railroad / Carrier partners. Various means may be 
used to track and house this information but said data must be reviewed and monitored for accuracy and 
kept current (Recommended review once every 12 months). 

(5) It is recommended that Railroad, Carrier, or their Representative of Fleet establish a list of vetted, qualified 
personnel, and vendor partners for the annual inspection and repair of hi-rail vehicles and equipment equipped 
with hi-rail gear for the purpose of this part. OEM trained and qualified facilities should be considered for 
completion of vehicle and equipment hi-rail system repairs. Repairs performed by untrained technicians or those 
not familiar with specific OEM hi-rail systems could result in less than desirable hi-rail performance, unsafe 
operation, or hi-rail component failures. Shops and locations performing Inspection and Repairs to hi-rail 
equipped vehicles and equipment should have training current and monitored within the past 12 months. 

(6) Hi-rail vehicle owners/operators should be fully conversant of any applicable governmental agency requirements 
with regards to hi-rail vehicle inspection, maintenance, operation, and documentation. 

1.2.2.1 Daily Inspection 

It is recommended that the vehicle operator inspect the following items daily when hi-rail is to be used: 

a. Inspect wheel lugs for security and tightness 

b. Inspect tires for deformity, cracks, external damage, wear on center tread area, or sidewall damage. 

c. Tire pressure measured high/low (record readings) 

d. Inspect wheel rim assembly for deformity, cracks, or external damage 

e. Cycle rail gear to a neutral (no load) point and complete the following: 

(1) Inspect hi-rail wheels for lateral movement, play, and security. 

(2) Inspect hi-rail wheels for vertical movement, play, play, and security. Note that any vertical or lateral movement 
of hi-rail wheels will require a bearing inspection. 

(3) Inspect hi-rail wheels for cracking, damage, or sharp edging on the wheel flanges. If visible wear is evident, 
measure the wheel flange for to determine if it is within acceptable wear limits (refer to the OEM specifications). 

(4) Inspect hi-rail axle assembly for security, corrosion, loose components, or cracks. 

(5) Inspect for leaks, low fluid, or visible damages to system. 

(6) Inspect hi-rail brake shoes for wear or deterioration (if applicable). 

f. Document inspection on operating agency approved form(s) (if applicable). 

Notes:

- Always insure that proper Personal Protective Equipment is used when inspecting or maintaining hi-rail systems. 

- If any of the above items are discovered to be faulty or out of tolerance, the hi-rail apparatus should not be 
utilized. Failed items should be documented immediately and repairs arranged by qualified personnel. Refer all 
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questions to the OEM for clarification.

1.2.2.2 Weekly Inspection 

It is recommended that the vehicle operator inspect the following items on a weekly basis: 

a. Perform inspection of same items listed in section 1.2.2.1 Daily Inspection 

b. Torque / Re-torque wheel lug nuts. 

c. Check fluid level on hydraulic equipped systems. 

d. Visually inspect hydraulic valves for leaks / damage. 

e. Document inspection on approved agency form(s) (if applicable). 

Notes:

- Always insure that proper Personal Protective Equipment is used when inspecting or maintaining hi-rail systems. 

- If any of the above items are discovered to be faulty or out of tolerance, the hi-rail apparatus should not be 
utilized. Failed items should be documented immediately and repairs arranged by qualified personnel. Refer all 
questions to the OEM for clarification. 

- Vehicles operated in severe climates require special attention to prevent damage due to corrosion. The 
application of road salt and other material used in areas prone to snow and ice are highly corrosive. Depending 
upon the exposure to such materials, it is recommended that the operating agency wash the vehicle and 
undercarriage on a weekly basis. It is further recommended that corrosion preventative compounds be applied to 
reduce hi-rail frame deterioration due to weather conditions. 

1.2.2.3 Semi-Annual Inspection 

It is recommended that the operating agency complete the following inspection items on a semi-annual basis. This application 
should be focused on vehicles that operate for a significant amount of time while in hi-rail mode. An example of this is a 

Inspector . The application of this inspection cycle will serve to augment the annual inspection and could be 
used to possibly detecting early hi-rail apparatus failure. 

a. Tires and air pressure (including spare) for proper inflation, tread wear, tread separation, and side wall damage. 

b. Rims, lug nuts, stud condition, and display of torque spec sticker on non-OEM rims. 

c. Steering wheel stops (if equipped) checking for clearance between wheel and vehicle chassis. 

d. Re-torque all wheel lug nuts to OEM tension with non-power assisted tools. 

e. Hi-rail assembly for loose or missing parts; cross channel, torque and wheel arm, pivot rods, and linkage overall 
condition; outer bearing, tube, and shaft wear; weld condition. 

f. Hi-rail wheel inspection - overall condition, flange wear, and tread surface. Remove to inspect spindles, bearings, 
seals, repack bearings and replace spindles as necessary (only as required). 

g. Hi-rail brakes (if equipped) - inspect all components, test, and adjust as necessary. 

h. Hydraulic valves, hoses, and cylinders - inspect for leaks, proper securement, and functionality. Check fluid levels and 
all pins and fittings - oil or lube as necessary. 
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i. Verify hi-rail hydraulic system pressure settings (if equipped). It is recommended that OEM include test ports. Inspect
all components, test, and adjust as necessary. Refer to OEM specifications. 

j. Verify electric isolation (non-shunting/shunting) system. Confirm individual wheel insulation function by testing 
between wheel and vehicle frame (where applicable). 

k. Inspect wheel rail sweeps and derail skids for overall condition and wear - adjust or repair as necessary. 

l. Locking pin linkage - inspect for wear, operation, and missing components. Lubricate as specified by OEM. 

m. Safety appliances - inspect for condition and function including at the minimum the following: 

 Change of direction or back up alarm    Horn 

 Lights (front and rear)    360-degree beacon 

 Flagging kit 

 Operational and safety manuals are available within the vehicle. 

 Other appurtenances as equipped: mud flaps, fenders, wheel lug markers, etc. 

n. Perform "Tram" inspection including checking and adjusting hi-rail wheel alignment, string line, front and rear hi-rail 
axle gauges, wheel weights at all points, and document measured final values. 

o. Complete functionality test of front and rear hi-rail gear. 

p. Confirm functionality of in-cab steering lock (if equipped) for security. 

q. Perform on-rail test (as required by repairs, OEM, or if required by operating agency) 

r. Installation of owning agency approved (if applicable) "inspection decal" to vehicle cab. 

s. Document all inspection / repair results. 

Notes:

- Always insure that proper Personal Protective Equipment is used when inspecting or maintaining hi-rail systems. 

- If any of the above items are discovered to be faulty or out of tolerance, the hi-rail apparatus should not be 
utilized. Failed items should be documented immediately and repairs arranged by qualified personnel. Refer all 
questions to the OEM for clarification. 

1.2.2.4 Annual Inspection 

A thorough annual hi-rail inspection is highly recommended and may be required by some governmental agencies. It is 
recommended that the following items be inspected and documented. Any discrepancies discovered during the inspection 
should be immediately repaired. It is not recommended that hi-rail apparatus containing defects be utilized until all repairs are 
made to the applicable OEM standards. 

a. Tires and air pressure (including spare) for proper inflation and tread wear and tread separation. 

b. Rims, lug nuts, stud condition, and display of torque spec sticker on non-OEM rims. 

c. Steering wheel stops (if equipped) checking for clearance between wheel and vehicle chassis. 

d. Re-torque all wheel lug nuts to OEM tension with non-power assisted tools. 
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e. Hi-rail assembly for loose or missing parts; cross channel, torque and wheel arm, pivot rods, and linkage overall 
condition; outer bearing, tube, and shaft wear; weld condition. 

f. Hi-rail wheel inspection - overall condition, flange wear, and tread surface. Remove to inspect spindles, bearings, 
seals, repack bearings and replace spindles as necessary. 

g. Hi-rail brakes (if equipped) - inspect all components, test, and adjust as necessary. 

h. Hydraulic valves, hoses, and cylinders - inspect for leaks, proper securement, and functionality. Check fluid levels and 
all pins and fittings - oil or lube as necessary. 

i. Verify hi-rail hydraulic system pressure settings (if equipped). It is recommended that OEM include test ports. Inspect 
all components, test and adjust as necessary. Refer to OEM specifications. 

j. Verify electric isolation (non-shunting/shunting) system. Confirm individual wheel insulation function by testing 
between wheel and vehicle frame (where applicable). 

k. Inspect wheel rail sweeps and derail skids for overall condition and wear - adjust or repair as necessary. 

l. Locking pin linkage - inspect for wear, operation, and missing components. Lubricate as specified by OEM. 

m. Safety appliances - inspect for condition and function including at the minimum the following: 

 Change of direction or back up alarm 

 Horn 

 Lights (front and rear) 

 360-degree beacon 

 Flagging kit 

 Operational and safety manuals are available within the vehicle. 

 Other appurtenances as equipped: mud flaps, fenders, wheel lug markers, etc. 

n. Perform "Tram" inspection including checking and adjusting hi-rail wheel alignment, string line, front and rear hi-rail 
axle gauges, wheel weights at all points, and document measured final values. 

o. Complete functionality test of front and rear hi-rail gear. 

p. Confirm functionality of in-cab steering lock (if equipped) for security. 

q. Perform on-rail test (as required by repairs, OEM, or if required by operating agency) 

r. Installation of owning agency approved "inspection decal" to vehicle cab. 

s. Document all inspection / repair results. 

Notes:

- Always insure that proper Personal Protective Equipment is used when inspecting or maintaining hi-rail systems. 

- If any of the above items are discovered to be faulty or out of tolerance, the hi-rail apparatus should not be 
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utilized. Failed items should be documented immediately and repairs arranged by qualified personnel. Refer all
questions to the OEM for clarification.

1.2.2.5 Training

The proper training of hi-rail technicians is critical to the safety and operation of the hi-rail equipped vehicle. It is
recommended that the hi-rail OEM provide both hands-on initial training and follow-up training to ensure that the field
technician is qualified to complete both inspection and repair of their systems. Technicians should be educated as to the specific
hi-rail products, their capacities, and critical features. They should be familiar with OEM assembly tolerances and component
wear limits. It would be preferred that the various hi-rail OEMs publish on an annual basis lists of repair technicians and
facilities qualified to perform both inspection and service for their products.

1.2.2.6 Documentation

It is recommended that all inspection events and repairs associated to such events be properly documented. It is often
beneficial to support repair activity analysis, confirm proper maintenance practices, address liability factors, or to meet
governmental reporting requirements. At the minimum, annual inspections should be well documented with copies retained
within the hi-rail vehicle or at a centralized document storage facility. Operating agencies with large hi-rail vehicle fleets may
prefer to utilize technology such as computerized or internet-based documentation systems to provide ready
inspection/maintenance record access by vehicle operators, servicing facilities, fleet management, governmental, or other

appropriate parties. The following five pages represent a template that may be used as a baseline for annual inspection
documentation.

1.2.2.7 Examples and Measurements

Tram/Alignment Cross "X" Measurement for Hi-Rail Systems with Fixed Axles:

Left Front Right Front

Measurements of Hi-Rail:

Measure with Hi-Rail Wheels fully extended. Measurement is taken from inner wheel lower center point.

Left Front (A) to Right Rear (D) ___Inches

Right Front (B) to Left Rear (C) ___Inches

Note: "X" Dimension must be equal in measurement. If measurements are not equal (or within OEM tolerances), hi-
rail adjustment is required. Refer to the OEM manual for adjustment procedures.

Tram/Alignment Measurement for Hi-Rail Systems with Adjustable Axles:

For vehicles with adjustable hi-rail axles, consult the OEM operation or maintenance manuals for directions. The
adjustments are critical to ensure proper wheel tracking and to eliminate premature wear on the hi-rail wheel.

Note: For this process, the vehicle is positioned evenly between four fixed points that are at 90° of each other. The 

four fixed points are attached with a string.

Hi-Rail Wheel Alignment Measurement Point
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Tram Diagram:

    

Tread and Hi-Rail Wheel Wear: 

 

 

Hi-Rail Wheel Inspection: 
 

When deployed, hi-rail wheel sets must track evenly with the rail surface. Misalignment or faulty wheel maintenance 
will result in premature hi-rail wheel wear and possible equipment failure. Always consult the OEM documentation 
for proper hi-rail adjustment procedures. The adjustments are critical to ensure proper wheel tracking and to eliminate 
premature wear on the hi-rail wheel. The procedures listed below are generic in nature. 

Wheel Flange Wear Measurement (Go - No / Go): 

Typical low-cost rail wheel flange measuring devices: 

 

 
Front: Pass ___  Fail ___  Rear: Pass ___  Fail ___ 

Note: Ensure that wheel flange measurements are made with an OEM authorized measurement device. 
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Annual Hi-Rail Vehicle Inspection Template 
      

RAILROAD ANNUAL HI-RAIL INSPECTION FORM 

UNIT NUMBER:         DATE:      
VIN:      ODOMETER:       YEAR:     
VEHICLE MAKE/MODEL:      STATE/LICENSE:      

FRONT HI-RAIL MFG: _____________________ MODEL: ____________________ S/N__________________ 
REAR HI-RAIL MFG: _____________________ MODEL: ____________________ S/N__________________ 

 TIRES AND AIR PRESSURE (INCLUDING SPARE) FOR PROPER INFLATION AND TREAD WEAR. 

 RIMS, LUGNUTS, STUD CONDITION, AND DISPLAY OF TORQUE SPEC STICKER ON NON-O.E.M. RIMS. 

 RE-TORQUE ALL WHEEL LUGNUTS TO O.E.M. TENSION WITH NON-POWER ASSISTED TOOLS. 

 RAILGEAR ASSEMBLY - LOOSE OR MISSING PARTS; CROSS CHANNEL, TORQUE AND WHEEL ARM, PIVOT RODS, AND 
LINKAGE CONDITION; OUTER BEARING, TUBE, AND SHAFT WEAR; WELD CONDITION. 

 WHEEL INSPECTION  OVERALL CONDITION, FLANGE WEAR, AND TREAD SURFACE.  REMOVE TO INSPECT SPINDLES, 
BEARINGS, SEALS, REPACK BEARINGS AND REPLACE SPINDLES AS NECESSARY. 

 HYDRAULIC VALVES, HOSES, AND CYLINDERS  INSPECT FOR LEAKS, PROPER SECUREMENT, AND 
FUNCTIONALITY.  CHECK FLUID LEVELS AND ALL PINS AND FITTINGS  OIL OR LUBE AS NECESSARY. 

 HI-RAIL HYDRAULIC PUMP PRESSURE: ___________P.S.I. 

 HI- RAIL BRAKES (IF EQUIPPED)  INSPECT ALL COMPONENTS, TEST, AND ADJUST AS NECESSARY. 

 ELECTRIC ISOLATION AND INDIVIDUAL WHEEL INSULATION FROM FRAME (WHERE APPLICABLE). 

 WHEEL SWEEP AND DERAIL SKIDS  CONDITION AND WEAR; ADJUST OR REPLACE AS NECESSARY. 

 LOCKING PIN LINKAGE  WEAR, OPERATION, AND MISSING COMPONENTS; LUBRICATE ACCORDINGLY. 

 SAFETY APPLIANCES (FRA)  BACK-UP ALARM AND 360 DEGREE BEACON FUNCTIONING PROPERLY. 

 OPERATIONAL AND SAFETY MANUALS ARE AVAILABLE IN VEHICLE. 

 OTHER APPURTENANCE CONDITION (AS EQUIPPED):  MUD FLAPS, FENDERS, WHEEL LUG MARKERS. 

 TRAM INSPECTION: 
CHECK AND ADJUST ALIGNMENT, WHEEL WEIGHTS AT ALL POINTS, STRING LINE, GAUGE, AND RECORD. 
DIAGONAL MEASUREMENTS: LF to RR: ____________________ RF to LF: ____________________ 
STRING LINE RESULTS:  RF: _____I_____ LF: _____I_____ RR: _____I_____ LR: _____I_____ 
HI-RAIL WHEEL LOADS:  RF: __________ LF: __________ RR: __________ LR: __________ 
RAIL WHEEL GAUGE:  FRONT AXLE: __________ REAR AXLE: __________ 

 FUNCTIONALITY TEST OF FRONT AND REAR GEAR.   IN CAB STEERING LOCK (IF EQUIPPED) 

 ON RAIL TEST (AS REQUIRED BY REPAIRS MADE OR CUSTOMER) 

 INSTALLATION OF APPROVED  

COMMENTS / NOTES: 

S WHEEL LOAD, TOLERANCE AND WEAR LIMITS, 
HEIGHTS AND WEIGHTS, INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE, AND ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURES.  THIS DOCUMENT SERVES AS THE AREMA 
STANDARD FOR ANNUAL HI-RAIL INSPECTION CFR 49 FRA 214.523. 

TECHNICIAN SIGNATURE: ______________________________ TITLE: _____________ 
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Daily Hi-Rail Vehicle Inspection Template 
 
DAILY FORM   LOCATION: ______________________ DATE: ____________________ 

 
RAILROAD ROADWAY MAINTENANCE MACHINE (RMM) INSPECTION  

 
MACHINE TYPE: _______________________________ UNIT NUMBER: __________________________ 
HOURS / ODOMETER: __________________________  
 

 ELECTRIC ISOLATION SWITCH   
 COMMENTS: _______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 OPERATOR ACCESS PLATFORMS AND STEPS  NO BENT, BROKEN, OR MISSING PARTS OR FOOTING HAZARDS. STEPS AND 
HANDRAILS ARE FIT, CLEARLY MARKED AND HIGHLY VISIBLE. 

 COMMENTS: _______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 ENGINE COMPARTMENT AND COMPONENTS  CHECK FOR LEAKS, SECUREMENT ISSUES, AND PROPER FUNCTIONALITY.  VISUAL 
CHECK OF FLUID LEVELS AND PARTS. 

  ENGINE OIL LEVEL  TRANSMISSION OIL LEVEL  AIR FILTER 

  COOLANT LEVELS  BELTS AND CHAINS   HOSES 

  AIR COMPRESSOR AND AIR PRESSURE / GAUGES FOR BRAKE AND OPERATING SYSTEMS 
 COMMENTS / FLUID ADDED: __________________________________________________________________________________ 

 HYDRAULIC VALVES, HOSES, AND CYLINDERS  CHECK FOR LEAKS, ANY SECUREMENT ISSUES, AND PROPER FUNCTIONALITY.  
VISUAL CHECK OF FLUID LEVELS AND ALL PINS. 

 COMMENTS: _______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 WHEEL CONDITION  TREAD, FLANGE, NUTS, HUBS, STUD, RAIL SWEEPS OR DERAIL SKID CONDITION 
 NO CRACKS, UNUSUAL RUST OR GREASE. NO MISSING COMPONENTS. 
 COMMENTS: _______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 WHEEL BRAKE ASSEMBLY  NO LOOSE OR MISSING PARTS, WEAR IRREGULARITY, OR BENT ASSEMBLIES. 
 COMMENTS: _______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 EQUIPMENT WORK HEADS, ELEMENTS, TOOLS  CHECK FOR FUNCTIONALITY AND SECUREMENT. 
 NO MISSING OR BROKEN PARTS, PARTS WORE BEYOND RECOMMENDED GUIDELINES, PINS IN PLACE, LEAKS. GREASE LOCATIONS. 
 COMMENTS: _______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 CAB CONDITION: 

     BACK-UP ALARM IS AUDIBEL. 

  FIRE EXTINGUISHER CHARGED AND INSPECTED.  CAB LOCK / SECURITY (ALL DOORS). 

  CAB AIR SYSTEM FILTERS IN COMPLIANCE.   CAB HOUSEKEEPING. 

  360 DEGREE BEACON FUNCTIONING AND VISIBLE.  OPERATOR SEAT AND STATION. 

  CONDITION OF GLASS AND OPERATOR VISIBILITY.  SYSTEM CHECK OF GUAGES. 

  OPERATIONAL AND SAFETY MANUALS ARE IN LEGIBLE CONDITION AND AVAILABLE IN MACHINE. 

  SYSTEM BRAKES (TEST)  PARKING BRAKE AND OPERATING BRAKE TEST. 
 COMMENTS: _______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 __________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
   
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS / NOTES: ______________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
   

 MACHINE OUT OF SERVICE 
REASON FOR REMOVAL: _________________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
   
EMPLOYEE / OPERATOR SIGNATURE: _          
MANAGER REVIEW AND DATE: ____         
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1.2.3 HI-RAIL EQUIPMENT - OTHER THAN HIGHWAY VEHICLES (2022) 
 

The intent of this section is to provide general guidance pertaining to railroad maintenance equipment (other than 
highway vehicles) equipped with hi-rail gear apparatus. It outlines recommended routine hi-rail gear inspections 
that are recognized by the industry. The section is developed to provide baseline inspection criteria for daily, 
weekly, and annual inspection. 

 
Notes: 

 
(1) All data and procedures listed within this document are "Recommended Only." Refer to the Original 

Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) for exact inspection specifications and repair criteria. OEM 
engineering standards or owning railroad standards, if more restricting, supersede any 
recommendations in this document. 

 
(2) All specialized measuring devices such as GO / NO-GO gages must be authorized for use by the 

respective hi-rail OEM. 
 

(3) Specific manufacturer's instructions must be followed for alignment, wheel load, tolerance 
and wear limits, heights and weights, inspection and maintenance, and adjustment procedures. 

 
(4) Prior to completing any inspections or maintenance on equipment, ensure that a 

comprehensive job briefing is accomplished. 
 

(5) It is recommended that Upfitters of vehicles and equipment to be equipped with hi-rail gear 
establish a list of vetted, qualified personnel, locations, and vendor or Railroad / Carrier 
partners. Various means may be used to track and house this information but said data must be 
reviewed and monitored for accuracy and kept current (Recommended review once every 12 
months). 

 
(6) It is recommended that Railroad, Carrier, or their Representative of Fleet establish a list of 

vetted, qualified personnel, and vendor partners for the annual inspection and repair of hi-rail 
vehicles and equipment equipped with hi-rail gear for the purpose of this part. OEM trained 
and qualified facilities should be considered for completion of vehicle and equipment hi-rail 
system repairs. Repairs performed by untrained technicians or those not familiar with specific 
OEM hi-rail systems could result in less than desirable hi-rail performance, unsafe operation, 
or hi-rail component failures. Shops and locations performing Inspection and Repairs to hi-rail 
equipped vehicles and equipment should have training current and monitored within the past 
12 months. 

 
(7) Hi-rail vehicle owners/operators should be fully conversant of any applicable governmental agency 

requirements with regards to hi-rail vehicle inspection, maintenance, operation, and documentation. 
 

(8) Friction drive (tire to hub) hi-rail systems require particular care during deployment. Always 
lift and fully engage one hi-rail axle set on one end of the machine prior to beginning deployment of 
the second hi-rail axle. Ensure that tire(s) and friction drive hubs are in full contact. Failure to do so 
could result in the freewheeling of equipment. 
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Figure 27-1-1. Friction Drive (tire to hub contact) 

 
 
 

 

 
Figure 27-1-2. Hydrostatic Drive System 
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Figure 27-1-3. Chain Driven Hi-Rail 

 
 

1.2.3.1 Daily Inspection 
 

It is recommended that the equipment operator complete the following inspection items daily when hi-rail is to 
be used: 

 
a. Place hi-rail wheel(s) in a neutral state (no-load) position. 

 
b. Inspect hi-rail wheel(s) for security 

 
c. Apply both a vertical and lateral load to wheel(s). Any lateral or vertical movement will require 

maintenance. This is often an indicator of failed bearings. 
 

d. Inspect for hi-rail wheel flange cracks, sharp flange sections, and wheel delamination. 
 

e. Inspect for any wheel deformities. 
 

f. Inspect hi-rail frame attachments for security, cracking, bending, or heavy corrosion. 
 

g. Inspect hi-rail lifting devices such as hydraulic cylinders, valves, or hoses for leaks and security. 
 

h. If hi-rail is equipped with an external braking mechanism, inspect for security and shoe/disc adjustment 
and wear. 

 
i. If hi-rail is equipped with friction drive, inspect for security of drive hubs and wheels. Any 

lateral or vertical movement of a friction drive hub is often an indicator of failed components. 
 

j. Engage hi-rail on equipment. 
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k. Lift and fully engage one end at a time. 
 

l. Check for proper contact between tire and friction drive hub (if equipped), adjusting as required. 
 

m. Inspect rubber tires for deterioration, wear, and cracking on tread and sidewalls. 
 

n. For air filled tires, inspect tire pressure as per OEM requirements. 
 

o. Inspect tire rim(s) for deterioration, excessive corrosion, or deformity. 
 

p. On hi-rail systems equipped with chain drives; inspect drive components for security, wear, proper 
tension, and lubricate per OEM requirements. 

 
q. Observe brake system function prior to movement of the equipment. 

 
r. Complete a rolling brake check to ensure braking action is sufficient. 

 
s. Safety appliances - inspect per owning agency or governmental requirements. 

 
t. Document daily inspection using owning agency forms (if applicable) 

 
u. Daily Inspection Form recommendation is same as Daily Hi-Rail Vehicle Inspection Template  

 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 

Inspect wheel for tread and flange wear 
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Figure 27-1-4. Typical low-cost rail wheel flange measuring devices 

 

1.2.3.2 Weekly 
 

It is recommended that the equipment operator complete the following inspection items on a weekly basis: 
 

a. Perform daily inspection procedures from section 1.2.3.1 
 

b. Lubricate applicable grease fittings per OEM procedures / guidelines. 
 

c. Check fluid levels on axle assemblies (if equipped with gearboxes or hydrostatically powered). 
 

d. Inspect lug nuts on hi-rail wheels (if equipped). 
 

e. Inspect / lubricate friction drive hi-rail hubs per OEM guidelines 
 

f. Document inspection and repair using owning agency forms (if applicable) 
 
 

1.2.3.3 Annual 
 

It is recommended that the equipment operator/maintenance personnel complete the following inspection items 
on an annual basis: 

 
a. Perform daily inspection procedures from section 1.2.3.1 

 
b. Check hydraulic system pressure settings on hi-rail lift cylinders and set per OEM specifications. 

 
c. Drain and flush fluids on hydrostatic driven hi-rail axle assemblies. 

 
d. Remove, clean, inspect, and re-pack bearings on friction drive hubs. 

 
e. Inspect bushings and pivot areas for hi-rail frame attachment(s). 

 
f. Reset contact surface engagement between rubber tire and friction drive hubs. 

 
g. Document inspection and repair using owning agency forms (if applicable) 

 
h. Annual Inspection Form recommendation is same as Annual Hi-Rail Vehicle Inspection Template  
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